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Review/Approve 
minutes 

    

Review action 
items 

    

Presentation Presenters today were Ann Collins, Network Account 
Manager, Aetna & Cofinity, and Mike Winters, 
Senior Network Manager, Aetna & Cofinity.  

   

 Mike went over some recent changes at Aetna & 
Cofinity. He indicated that now separate agreements 
are needed for participation to Aetna and Cofinity, 
but none of the terms of the previous agreements 
has changed. 

   

 In our area, the biggest group with Aetna Medicare 
would be the Dow Chemical retirees. They have a 
PPO with ESA (extended service area) 

   

 Mike presented a presentation on Navinet, the 
online site for both Aetna and Cofinity, at 
aetna.com. All you need to sign up for Navinet is the 
TIN. Navinet has patient rosters, eligibility, PA’s , 
referrals, COB, etc. 

Ann will send directions on how to 
access the fee schedule in Navinet.  
Ann will also be sending info on their 
Retroactive policy for PA’s/referrals 
made after-the-fact 

  

 Primary care provider must initiate all PA’s/referrals, 
but Specialty offices can use Navinet to inquire 
about a referral, especially with the EPO plans. 

Issues with patients claims being paid 
out-of-network for employed providers 
was discussed and Tammy furnished 
some specifics, Mike and Ann will 
follow-up with Tammy 

  

 When making referrals, use the dummy code 99499 
consult and treat. 

Tammy has access to Navinet, Kim will 
check for access for staff. 

Kim  

 Some Aetna plans use 
www.MedSolutionsOnline.com for PA’s, it will be on 
their card or can be looked up on Navinet. 

   

 Mike concluded by briefly going over Cofinity. Used 
to be the old PPOM, Cofinity does not pay claims, it 

Contact information: 
Ann Collins: CollinsA@aetna.com, 
906.475.4059 

  

http://www.medsolutionsonline.com/
mailto:CollinsA@aetna.com
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prices claims to be paid by participating plans, so 
you should never get a claim paid by Cofinity. 
Both Aetna & Cofinity are fee-for-service, so at this 
time there are no quality incentive measures. 

Mike Winters: 
MikeWinters@aetna.com, 616.868.6492 

Adjourn The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 p.m.     

Next Meeting August 19, 2015    
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